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YOUR COMFORT PARTNER

As a Quebec-based company, we’re constantly pushing the technical and aesthetic boundaries 

surrounding the design and manufacture of windows and doors. We achieve this by investing 

in research and development, allowing us to offer innovative, high-performance and durable 

products, perfectly suited to our harsh climate. We also achieve this through the keen attention 

to detail and commitment of our team, whose members are totally dedicated to your satisfaction.

Our commitment to excellence, from design to installation, is matched only by our pride  

in offering the best products on the market. 

PEACE OF MIND GUARANTEED

ENERGY STAR and NFRC certified, Artik windows and doors meet the highest quality standards 
and offer some of the best energy performance in the industry. Furthermore, they come with 
noteworthy guarantees. In fact, when you choose Artik, you benefit not only from optimum 
comfort, but also from total peace of mind.

OUR GUARANTEES

PVC-U profiles
YEARS20 Energy-efficient glass20 YEARS

Hardware 10 YEARS
Labour1 YEAR
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Windows and doors are made with the highest  
quality materials and components. Perfectly suited  
to the northern climate, they’re durable and render  

high-performing reliability. Stylish and versatile,  
they’re ideal for residential and commercial projects.

CASEMENT OR 

AWNING WINDOWS  

IN PVC-U

SINGLE-HUNG

IN PVC-U

HYBRID AND 
PVC-U PATIO 

DOORS

SLIDING IN PVC-U

PVC-U-COATED 

WOOD-FRAMED 

PATIO DOORS 

ENTRANCE DOOR WITH 

PVC-U-COATED WOOD 

FRAME, SHEET ALUMINUM

OR EXTRUDED ALUMINUM

SINGLE-HUNG 

OR SLIDING 

WINDOWS

HYBRID CASEMENT  

OR AWNING WINDOW 

IN ALUMINUM  

AND PVC-U
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TIME FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE

High performance in every regard, the products in the Artik series stand out for their resolutely 

modern design and robust construction in white PVC-U vinyl. This extremely robust material 

offers exceptional performance, excellent energy efficiency and enhanced durability. 

Artik series windows and doors also feature the Swisspacer-brand spacer system, made from  

a highly insulating fibreglass-reinforced composite material. Thanks to the Swisspacer’s superior 

insulating performance, the glass remains at higher temperatures and cold radiation is decreased, 

considerably reducing the risk of condensation and mould. 

Energy-efficient double or triple glazing on Artik Series windows and doors protects your home 

from the rigours of our climate, while multiple weatherstrips ensure exceptional sealing against 

air, water and wind. In addition, the top-of-the-range hardware system helps optimize durability 

and performance (stainless steel optional). Finally, fusion-welded corners and a multi-chamber 

structure ensure superior thermal and acoustic performance. 

In a nutshell, these are doors and windows of unparalleled quality, offering outstanding 
energy performance that you’ll enjoy every day… for decades to come!

VARIOUS OPTIONS FOR A PERFECT INTERIOR FINISH 

To ensure a perfect finish, you can choose between PVC-coated finger-jointed pine, all PVC-U 

or select pine build-out. You can also select from an unlimited choice of interior paint colours 

(for certain models). The PVC-U casing and trim add the finishing touch.  

EXTERIOR FINISH

You can choose from ten models of brickmould or bevel mouldings. We offer you all the flexibility 

you need for every design, thanks to our vast selection of grids, muntin bars and integrated false 

mullions in a variety of styles and colours. Finally, you’ll be spoiled for choice when it comes to 

selecting exterior paint from an unlimited palette of colours.

SPECIAL ORDERS

Need architectural windows with geometric shapes or special dimensions? Or custom-built bay 

windows? Looking for a window built from scratch to match the style of your home? We can 

manufacture Artik windows according to your exact specifications.
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PERFORMANCE

The performance of windows and doors 

is essential in our climate. We know 

this, and we’ve done everything we can  

to optimize the energy efficiency of  

our products. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY  
AND DURABILITY 

From the choice of materials to the manufacturing process, 

we’ve gone to great lengths to optimize the energy efficiency 

and durability of Artik series windows and doors, making 

them ideal for our harsh climate.

We’re now proud to offer you the most energy-efficient 

and durable windows and doors available. 

AFFORDABLE

Artik doors and windows are available 

at prices to suit all budgets.  

INNOVATION

The result of research and innovation, 

our doors and windows represent the 

very best in the market.
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TIMELESS

CASEMENT OR AWNING  
WINDOWS IN PVC-U

Designed for stability and durability, 
this window is as attractive as it is high-
performing, with its warm, welcoming 
appearance. 

FEATURES

• Frame with integrated 5 ¾" brickmould or 4 " 
and 5 " plain frame

• ENCORE operating mechanism in Truth 
Hardware’s E-Gard finish for easy opening  
and maximum durability

• Truth Hardware E-Gard multi-point locking 
system (stainless steel optional) for maximum 
security and durability

• Contemporary sash design

• Structural or modular assembly for maximum 
flexibility

OPTIONS

Choice of colours                        Glazing type

Choice of glass

White Double Triple

TintedClear Frosted

Value for money

Durability

Energy performance
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AESTHETICS AND PERFORMANCE

HYBRID CASEMENT  
OR AWNING WINDOW  
IN ALUMINUM AND PVC-U

Designed to offer incomparable performance, 
this window will elevate your home’s style.

FEATURES

• Frame with integrated 5 " brickmould  
or 5 ¾" plain frame

• ENCORE operating mechanism in Truth 
Hardware’s E-Gard finish (stainless steel 
optional), for easy opening and maximum 
durability

• Truth Hardware E-Gard multi-point locking 
system (stainless steel optional) for maximum 
security and durability

• Anchor aluminum to PVC without any visible 
screws, for a visually appealing window

• Contemporary sash design

OPTIONS

Choice of aluminum colours        Glazing type

Choice of glass

BrownWhite
Char-
coal

Black Double Triple

TintedClear Frosted

Options

Innovation

High-quality finish
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DISTINCTLY AUTHENTIC

SINGLE OR DOUBLE 
SASH OR SLIDING  
WINDOWS IN PVC-U

OPTIONS

Choice of colours   Glazing type

Choice of glass

White Double

TintedClear Frosted

Single or double-hung PVC-U windows are 
highly valued for their energy efficiency and 
durability. Designed for easy maintenance,  
it’s a smart choice.

Features

• Two sash options, 5760 and 5751

• 4 " frame

• Integrated handle in the 5751 sash  
for added durability

• Full-length handle with double PVC-U partition 
integrated into the 5760 sash

• Single or double lock depending  
on window size

Sash window

• Tilting sash for easy maintenance

• Constant force balance system for easy  

sash opening

Sliding window

• Nylon glide sash sliding system for smooth 
opening and closing

• Easily removable sash for easy maintenance
Value for money

Durability

Energy performance
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Black

OPTIONS

Aluminum colours (exterior)

Choice of glass Glazing type

HYBRID SINGLE-HUNG 
OR SLIDING WINDOWS

AUTHENTICALLY YOURS

DoubleTintedClear Frosted

Durability

High-quality finish

Energy performance

Sash or sliding windows give your home  
an authentic look. You’ll appreciate their 
beauty as much as their functionality  
and performance.

FEATURES

• Hybrid window: 5 " plain frame, frame with 
5 " integrated moulding

• Modular assembly

• Patented drainage system removes water 
quickly and efficiently

• Handle integrated into the sash for  
added durability

• Single or double lock depending  
on window size 

• Tilting or removable sash for easy maintenance

• Ease of use thanks to a sophisticated  
hardware system
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PVC-U-COATED 
WOOD-FRAMED PATIO 
DOORS

HYBRID AND PVC-U  
PATIO DOORS

THINK BIG

Choose aesthetics, functionality, durability and 
performance. This magnificent patio door will 
give you complete satisfaction.

FEATURES

• 7 ¼" or 5 ³⁄₈" PVC-U-coated wood frame

• 4 " all-PVC-U frame or 5 " hybrid frame

• Mechanically assembled sashes for  
optimum quality

• Mortise handle available in a wide choice  
of colours and finishes

• Galvanized steel reinforcements on the moving 
rails and at the meeting point, for increased 
durability  

• Sturdy aluminum running rails

• Incredibly strong top-quality screen

Energy performance

Innovation

Durability

OPTIONS

Choice of colours           Choice of aluminum colours

2, 3 or 4-panel  Glazing type 
configuration

White

Double Triple

White
Metallic 

grey
Brown

Char-
coal

Black
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ENTRANCE DOOR WITH 
WOOD FRAME COATED 
WITH PVC-U, SHEET  
ALUMINUM OR EXTRUDED 
ALUMINUM

AN EXCEPTIONAL DOOR

Combining sturdiness, performance and 
aesthetics, the PVC-U-coated wood frame 
door offers excellent value for money.

FEATURES

• PVC-U-coated wood frame, 4 ⅝", 5 ¼", 7 ¼" 
and 9 ¼"

• Exterior cladding in PVC-U, sheet aluminum 
or extruded aluminum

• PVC-U or aluminum sheet interior cladding

• Anodized aluminum sill

• High definition 24-gauge steel door with 
white pre-finish

• Wide range of configurations available

• Choice of stained glass: Novatech  
or Verre Select

• A wide choice of door models and styles

OPTIONS

Choice of colours Glazing type

Choice of glass  Others options
(Varies according to the   · Interior or exterior paint  

stained glass chosen)    in your choice of colours

White

Durability

Options

Energy performance

Double Triple
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Single sliding in PVC-U Double sliding in PVC-U Hybrid single sash Hybrid single sliding PVC-U-coated wood-framed 
Patio doors

Frame width Plain: 4 " Plain: 4 " Plain: 5 "
Brickmoulding: 5 " Plain: 7 ¼" or 5 ⅜"

Glazing Double: ⅞" Double: 1" 
Triple: 1"

PVC-U colour White

Type of assembly Modular Structural

Hardware Nylon glides Pulley, spring and nylon cable Nylon glides Sliding system with two  
adjustable wheels

Non-conductive spacer Black SWISSPACER Non-conductive, black

Number of weatherstrips 3 4 3

Lock Single or double lock Single or double point

Energy-efficient glass Double: energy film and argon gas
Double: energy film  

and argon gas
Triple: Single or double energy 

film and argon gas

Integrated grid Many integrated grid styles and colours available

Interior finish (build-out) Finger-jointed pine with PVC-U coating, PVC-U board, select pine Finger-jointed pine with PVC-U 
coating, PVC-U board

Exterior finish Choice of ten models of brick and bevel mouldings, open  
or closed, from ⅞" to 4" wide, with or without nailing fin Integrated brickmoulding

Choice of ten models of brick 
and bevel mouldings, open  

or closed, from ⅞" to 4" wide, 
with or without nailing fin

Exterior surface paint Factory-applied polyurethane acrylic paint

PVC-U casement PVC-U awning Hybrid casement Hybrid awning Single sash in PVC-U Double sash  
in PVC-U

Frame width Brickmoulding: 
5 ¾"

Plain: 4 "
or 5 "

Brickmoulding:
5 ¾"

Plain: 4 " 
5 "

Plain: 5 "
Brickmoulding: 5 ¾" Plain: 4 "

Glazing Double: ⅞" 
Triple: 1 ⅜" Double: ⅞"

PVC-U colour White

Type of assembly Structural Modular / 
Structural Structural Modular / 

Structural
Modular /  
Structural

Modular / 
Structural Modular

Hardware
Encore operator and 13" Truth  

awning hinges with E-Gard finish  
or stainless steel

Encore stainless steel operator  
and Truth awning hinges  

with E-Gard finish  
or stainless steel

Encore operator and 13" Truth  
awning hinges with E-Gard finish  

or stainless steel
Pulley, spring and nylon cable

Non-conductive spacer Black SWISSPACER

Number of weatherstrips 3 4

Lock Multipoint Single or double lock

Energy-efficient glass Double or triple: energy film and argon gas Double: energy film and argon gas

Integrated grid Integrated grid available in many styles and colours 

Interior finish (build-out) Finger-jointed pine with PVC-U coating, PVC-U board, select pine

Exterior finish Choice of ten models of brick and bevel mouldings, open  
or closed, from ⅞" to 4" wide, with or without nailing fin Integrated brickmoulding

Choice of ten models of brick and bevel 
mouldings, open or closed, from ⅞"  

to 4" wide, with or without nailing fin

Exterior surface paint Factory-applied polyurethane acrylic paint



OUR ACCREDITATIONS

Symbol of excellence in energy efficiency, a program supported by Natural Resources Canada’s Office  
of Energy Efficiency.  |  www.energystar.gc.ca

A U.S. organization that sets and monitors quality standards for all fenestration products.  |  www.nfrc.org

OUR MAJOR SUPPLIERS

A true leader among Canadian insulating glass manufacturers, Robover is  
a 100% Quebec company.  |  www.robover.ca

This supplier is a pioneer and North American industry leader in the manufacture  
of PVC-U profiles.  |  www.phtech.ca

This manufacturer of window and patio door hardware is the North American benchmark  
for the industry.  |  www.truth.com

Patio doors
Entrance door with PVC-U-coated 

wood frame, sheet aluminum
or extruded aluminum

Frame width PVC-U: 4 "
Hybrid:  5  " Plain: 4 ⅝", 5 ¼", 7 ¼", 9 ¼"

Glazing Double: 1" 
Triple: 1"

PVC-U colour White

Type of assembly Structural

Hardware Sliding system with two  
adjustable wheels

Regular ball bearing hinges
or spring-loaded

Non-conductive spacer  Non-conductive, black Varies according to the stained  
glass chosen

Number of weatherstrips 3 2

Lock Single or double point Single or multipoint

Energy-efficient glass
Double: energy film and argon gas
Triple: Single or double energy film 

and argon gas
Varies according to the stained  

glass chosen

Integrated grid Many integrated grid styles and colours available

Interior finish (build-out) Finger-jointed pine with PVC-U 
coating, PVC-U board

 Finger-jointed pine with PVC-U 
coating or sheet aluminum

Exterior finish Choice of ten models of brick and bevel mouldings, open  
or closed, from ⅞" to 4" wide, with or without nailing fin

Exterior surface paint Factory-applied polyurethane acrylic paint

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (CONTINUED)
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